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Practical illustrated description of microscopes
and their use for studying insects, tissues, microbes etc.
1. ADAMS, George (Frederick KANMACHER, ed.). Essays on the microscope; containing a practical description of the most improved
microscopes; a general history of insects, their transformations, peculiar habits and oeconomy: an account of the various species, and singular
properties, ...The second edition, with considerable additions and improvements, ...
London, Dillon and Keating for W. and S. Jones, 1798. 1 text volume and 1 plates volume. Large 4°. With an allegorical mezzotint frontispiece
in sepia in the text volume and 32 numbered double-page plates (numbered I-XXXII) mounted on guards, printed from 36 copper plates (plates
2, 7, 23 and 24 each from 2 copper plates distinguished as A and B) with hundreds of figures showing microscopes, associated equipment and
microscopic views of insects, microbes, shells and tissue samples. Uniform 20th-century dark blue morocco.
€ 2500
Second edition of a detailed and thoroughly illustrated account of
microscopes and their use by the famous London optician George
Adams (1750–1795), mathematical instrument maker to King
George III, first published in 1787, but here with both the text
and illustrations greatly expanded. Adams earned a worldwide
reputation as a maker of spectacles and microscope lenses and
wrote many scientific publications that give regular and systematic instruction in the most important branches of natural science
with all its modern improvements, including the present one
devoted to microscopes.
With an owner’s inscription of the Edinburgh Royal Society on
the title-page of the text volume and an inscription, perhaps by
the Glasgow professor of medicine, eye surgeon and fellow of the
Royal Society Thomas Wharton Jones (1808–1891) on the first contemporary endpaper of the plates volume: “For the Royal Society
Edinburgh from their ... humble servant / Mr Jones”. Bindings
only very slightly worn. Frontispiece and title-page slightly foxed,
also some foxing throughout the text volume. Otherwise in good
condition.
XVII, [7], 724, 14, 2 pp. ESTC T88415; Hagen, p. 2; Horn & Schenkling 39; Nissen
ZBI 24; Pritzel 18; cf. Poggendorff I, p. 10 (1787 ed.). ☞ More on our website

87 beautiful views of bovine animals,
bound for presentation to the French Ministry of Agriculture
3. BAUDEMENT, Émile. Les races bovines. Études zootechniques.
Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, [1864]. 2 volumes (text & plates). Oblong 2° (36 × 49.5 cm). With 5 hand coloured maps and 87 numbered plates.
Contemporary red half morocco, gold-tooled spine, gold-blocked boards with the note “offert par le Minstre de l’Agriculture”, gilt edges.
€ 2950
Presentation copy of one of the most beautifully produced works
on cattle, by the “zootechnician”, Émile Baudement (1810–1864).
The 87 plates of bovine animals are arranged by origin, each
region with its own part-title: England, Holland and Denmark,
Switzerland and Germany, (the empire of ) Austria, and France.
Many of the excellent plates are after photographs by Adrien
Nadar. Artists like Emile van Marcke, Isodore Bonheur and Barye
contributed to this work. “The plates were produced by a mixed
process of photographic transposing on to a metal plate (heliography) followed by handwork of various kinds – soft ground etching,
mezzotint and aquatint, the background tint being achieved by
lithography” (Boalch).
While regular copies are bound in green half roan, with plain
cloth sides, the present set is bound in red half morocco, with
gold-blocked red cloth sides with the note “offert par le Minstre
de l’Agriculture”. All copies include a preliminary “rapport” on
the work by this ministry on two letterpress pages.
Some minor, professional restorations to the spines and the atlas
volume with a discolouration and an endleaf partly detached.
Some occasional foxing, but otherwise in very good condition.
[6], LXXIV, [2]; [4], [10] pp. D.H. Boalch, Prints and paintings of British farm
livestock; Nissen, ZBI 257. ☞ More on our website

9 essays on anatomy,
zootomy & physiology
with 9 lithographed folding plates
4. BERTHOLD, Arnold Adolf. Beiträge zur Anatomie,
Zootomie und Physiologie.
Göttingen, Dieterich, 1831. 8°. With 9 folding lithographed
plates. Contemporary boards coverd with black paste-paper,
with a gold-tooled red spine label.
€ 250
First and only edition of a series of 9 essays by the German
zoologist and anatomist Arnold Adolf Berthold (1803–1861), in
the fields of anatomy, zootomy and physiology. The main essay,
“Das Brustbein der Vögel” on the sternum of birds, is illustrated
with 6 plates. The others cover sea-anemones (Actinia coriacea),
ruminating, and the renewing and shedding of antlers. Very good
copy. Binding a bit rubbed. Essays on anatomy, zootomy and
physiology by Arnold Adolf Berthold.
8, [2], 265, [1] pp. BMC NH, p. 153; Strong I, p. 144; for Berthold: ADB II, p. 512. ☞
More on our website

Influential work on ecology,
morphology and the extinction of plants and animals
5. BLUMENBACH, Johann Friedrich. Handbuch der Naturgeschichte. ... Zweyte
durchgehends verbesserte Ausgabe.
Göttingen, Johann Christian Dieterich, 1782. 8°. With 3 folding engraved plates. Later blue
paper boards.
€ 750
Revised and expanded second edition of a influential work on natural history that “ushered in a new
era in the advancement of science” (DSB), by the German physician, anthropologist and naturalist
Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1752–1840). The text deals with animals, plants and minerals, each
divided into various categories. “It contains an abundance of new or hitherto insufficiently evaluated
morphological and ecological findings, from which Blumenbach drew conclusions that led to a more
modern (biological and evolutionary) concept of the plant and animal kingdoms. He concluded from
the spread of certain parasites found only in the domestic pig that such parasites did not exist as
long as pigs were not domesticated and that they could therefore not possibly have existed since the
creation of the world. Such ideas, revolutionary in their day, were carefully presented in various places
in the Handbuch, and were demonstrated by concrete examples” (DSB). The three engraved plates
show details of animals, plants and minerals respectively.
With only a few small spots, otherwise in very good condition.
[8], 561, [27] pp. Cf. BMC NH, p. 179; DSB II, pp. 203–205; Wood, p. 245. ☞ More on our website

Classification of fishes by an important naturalist
6. BONAPARTE, Charles Lucien. Catalogo metodico dei pesci Europei.
Naples, Stamperia e cartiere del Fibreno, 1846. Large 4° (32.5 × 23.5 cm). With a vignette
of two fish on the title page. Contemporary green wrappers.
€ 1250
First and only edition of the standalone version of a systematic classification of European
species of fish by the French naturalist Charles Lucien Bonaparte (1803–1857). This publication – in Latin but with an Italian title – was also published as part of the proceedings of the
7th congress of Italian scientists held in Naples in 1845, at which Bonaparte presided over the
zoological commission. “As early as 1831 Bonaparte became interested on the great principle of
classification and was critical of Cuvier’s concepts. … In ichthyology Bonaparte made use of
the location, the structure and the relationships of the branchiae in the classification of fishes.
… Bonaparte tried to establish our knowledge of various zoological groups once and for all,
and published numerous synopses, conspectuses, and catalogs” (DSB).
Binding worn with the head of the spine damaged and a large tear at the back repaired with
tape. Some foxing throughout but otherwise in good condition.
97, [1 blank], [1], [1 blank] pp. Dean I, p. 149 1845.2; DSB II, pp. 281–283; Mulder Bosgoed, Bibliotheca ichthyologica et
piscatoria, 591. ☞ More on our website

17 delicate Chinese drawings in bright colours: 5 botanical, 8 zoological and 5 portraits
7. [CHINA – WATERCOLOURS]. [17 Chinese watercolours made for the export market].
[China, first half of the 19th century]. Collection of 17 Chinese watercolours on Asian paper with chain lines, including 3 of birds seated on a
branch, 3 of ensembles of fruit and flowers and 5 of fishes (all ca. 30 × 37 .5 cm); 2 further watercolours, each showing 2 branches of flowers and
trees in a drawn oval border (ca. 39 × 30 cm); and 4 watercolours of Chinese people posing with objects (ca. 25 × 21 cm). In a modern gold-tooled
dark green morocco clam shell box, in contemporary style.
€ 25 000
Thirteen detailed Chinese watercolours of birds, fruits, flowers, plants and
fishes, together with four portraits of Chinese people posing with a pipe, lute,
flower and a handheld fan. The drawings in this album show the mixture of
the Chinese and European styles that was popular in the market for export
paintings in the first half of the 19th century: a combination of the Chinese
approach to rendering with European aesthetics concerning light, shadow
and realism. As traditional in these paintings, large areas of flat colour have
been subtly shaded with very thin lines to draw the veins of the leaves, fins of
the fish and feathers of the birds. The production of these export paintings
began earnestly in the 1820s and reached its height in the 1830s and 1840s,
especially after China’s defeat in the First Opium War (1839–1842) opened the
country to foreign trade. Photography was introduced in China in the 1840s
and the market for export paintings declined after 1860.
By the end of the 18th century Chinese painters in Hong Kong and Canton
started producing paintings and drawings for European buyers. Although
they were made for artistic and decorative purposes, many European naturalists began collecting drawings to study Chinese plants and species. Most
of the plants and animals would simply not survive the journey to Europe
whereas dried specimens did not preserve the colour or shape of the flower.
Most of the export paintings were ensembles of flowers and animals placed
on a background. Imagination was more important than copying nature,
and the realistically painted flowers could have different colours or even be
a composition of elements from different species. For that reason serious
naturalists commissioned Chinese artists to paint according to the standards
of European scientific illustration.
With a few tiny spots and minor smudges, but otherwise in very good
condition.
☞ More on our website

71 stunning original watercolours of 81 birds after Alexander Wilson’s American ornithology,
from the library of the artist
8. HOWIT T, Thomas (after Alexander WILSON). [71 original watercolours of 81 birds after the birds of Alexander Wilson’s American
Ornithology copied by Thomas Howitt, with manuscript captions].
[England, 1827]. Oblong quarto. With 71 watercolours of 81 birds, executed in pen, ink and watercolour. Modern half calf, gold-tooled spine
with the title in gold, gold fillets on the boards, brown cloth sides, marbled endpapers. Preserved in a brown linen box with a black morocco
spine label lettered in gold.
€ 35 000
Gorgeous, attractive and impressive album with 71 magnificent watercolour drawings of high quality with depictions and descriptions of birds, 10 accompanied by their female counterparts and 7 also by their eggs. Every watercolour with a leaf of explanatory text, except for one (Female Sparrow Hawk), while
one (Savannah Sparrow) has 2 leaves text.
This handsome manuscript album was created by Thomas Howitt, an amateur ornithologist probably related to the painter (William) Samuel Howitt (1756–1822), a
member of an old Nottinghamshire Quaker family. The birds are expertly and delicately depicted and coloured after the birds in the famous American ornithology by
Alexander Wilson (1766–1813). Born in Scotland Wilson emigrated to America in
1794 and soon began to develop an interest in ornithology. In 1806 he presented a
plan for a ten-volume work on American birds to the Philadelphia publisher Samuel
Bradford. At the time of his death in 1813 he had completed eight volumes; vols. 1–7
were already printed and vols. 8–9, edited by G. Ort, followed in 1814. Wilson painted
and described 264 species, adding 48 new species to those previously known to exist
in America, and he prepared good life histories for 94 species (DSB XIV, p. 417).
Alexander Wilson’s first edition was not only the first important book on American
ornithology, but also the first major scientific publication of the young United States.
Wilson is generally regarded as the father of American ornithology. The texts in our
album also follow the Wilson texts.
The Coe Ornithological Collection at Yale holds a similar manuscript by Howitt with
68 original drawings from ca. 1826, described by S. Dillon Ripley in the Yale University
Library Gazette as “of fundamental importance in the history of American ornithology.” The present manuscript could be a counterpart. William Yarrell’s A history of
British birds (1843) cites Howitt as a source of information about the Little Sandpiper.
With the armorial bookplate of the artist Thomas Howitt on the front paste-down and his signature on the first free endleaf. Box a little worn and stained,
hinges of the box partly cracked, otherwise in good condition.
[146] ll. S. Dillon Ripley, “The Coe ornithological collection”, in: The Yale University Library gazette, 27/2 (1952), pp. 66–70; Majorie G. Wynne, “The world of birds”, in: The Yale University Library gazette, 52/1
(1977), pp. 10–29. ☞ More on our website

”Japan’s principal source of knowledge for western zoology for nearly a century”
9. JONSTON, John. Naeukeurige beschryving van de natuur der viervoetige dieren, vissen en bloedlooze water-dieren, vogelen, kronkeldieren,
slangen en draken.
Amsterdam, J.J. Schipper, 1660. 6 parts in 1 volume. Folio. With 4 engraved part-titles and 250 full-page engraved plates. Contemporary calf,
gold-tooled spine.
€ 12 000
First edition in Dutch, of John Jonston’s classic
illustrated zoological encyclopedia. The 250
excellent illustration plates, mostly with three
or more animals each, provide accurate views
of about a thousand animals, along with some
rather odd images of the more exotic beasts
and the occasional unicorn, mermaid, dragon,
phoenix, harpie, etc. The 6 parts cover quadrupeds; fish (including some sea mammals);
“bloodless” sea animals (mostly invertebrates);
birds (including bats); “grooved or twisted”
animals (insects, spiders, worms, slugs, etc.);
and snakes and dragons.
A copy of the present edition was presented
to the Shogun in 1663, and remained Japan’s
principal source of knowledge for western
zoology for nearly a century (Boxer, Jan
Compagnie in Japan, p. 50).
Few expert repairs to the binding and in the
margin of a few leaves. Good copy.
[8], 194; [2], 179, [1], 56; 181, [3]; [8], 152; 39, [1] pp. DSB
VII, pp. 164–165; Nissen, ZBI 2136; this edition not in BMC
NH. ☞ More on our website

With 190 hand-coloured engraved plates
depicting around 1000 shells
10. KNORR, Georg Wolfgang. Verlustiging der oogen en van den geest,
of verzameling van allerley bekende hoorens en schulpen, die in haar eigen
kleuren afgebeeld zyn.
Amsterdam, heirs of Frans Houttuyn, 1770–1775. 6 parts in 2 volumes. Large
4° (28 × 20 cm). With 190 engraved plates, coloured by a contemporary hand.
Modern half calf.
€ 12 500
First edition of the Dutch translation of a richly illustrated work on shells, by the
German naturalist Georg Wolfgang Knorr (1705–1761). The 190 engraved plates are all
coloured by hand and show almost 1000 different shells, each accompanied by a brief
description on the text leaves. Most of the shells depicted came from some large collections and cabinets of curiosities in the Netherlands and Germany, including those
of the Dutch physician Martinus Houttuyn and the merchant Van der Meulen, which
included many exotic shells from the East and West Indies. The cabinets of curiosities
located at Amsterdam had some of the most elaborate and exotic collections, because
many of these objects reached the city via the Dutch East and West Indian Company.
Knorr isn’t very specific in the naming the origin of the shells, often just mentioning
“the East Indies” or “Africa”. The last 10 plates, published after Knorr’s death, depict
white shells placed on a brown/black background for contrast.
From the outstanding and wide-ranging collection of the Dutch entrepreneur Dr.
Anton C.R. Dreesmann (1923–2000). Title-page of part 1 slightly stained, some occasional minor spotting along the margins, but overall in very good condition and
virtually untrimmed, leaving broad margins.
[10], 118; 117, [25] pp. Landwehr, Coloured plates 96; Nissen, ZBI 2236; STCN 182796442. ☞ More on our
website

First edition of Labillardière’s famous voyage in search
of La Pérouse, with 44 plates, including 14 after Redouté
11. L ABILL ARDIÈRE, Jacques Julien Houton de. Relation du voyage a la recherche
de la Pérouse.
Including: Atlas pour servir à la Relation du voyage à la recherche de la Pérouse, ...
Paris, H.J. Jansen, An VIII [= 1799/1800]. 3 volumes. 4° (2 text volumes) and 2° (atlas).
Atlas with engraved title-page, large folding map (59 × 86.5 cm) and 43 full-page engraved
plates (numbered 2–44), including 14 botanical plates drawn or completed by PierreJoseph Redouté. Modern mottled half calf.
€ 12 500
First edition of Labillardière’s famous and finely illustrated narrative, a classic work of travel
literature. The mysterious disappearance of the great French explorer Jean François Galaup de
La Pérouse, led to much speculation in France. On 9 February 1791 the Constituent Assembly
passed a decree ordering, among other things, that the King be petitioned to order the fitting
out of one or more ships equipped with naturalists, other scientists and draughtsman, with the
two-fold mission of searching for De la Pérouse and of making inquiries relative to the sciences
and to commerce. Two ships, under the command of Captain Kermadec, proceeded via the Cape
of Good Hope to Tasmania, they made extensive investigations of its coastline. They also visited
New Caledonia, the Solomon Islands, the Admiralty Islands, Tonga, New Britain and other
groups, making extensive inquiries, but found no trace of the missing navigator (Ferguson). The
voyage, however, yielded a vast amount of new and valuable information on Australia’s natural
history and the aboriginal people of Tasmania.
Each text volume with library stampse. Plates mounted on new stubs, a few plates slightly
frayed along the edges, some mostly marginal foxing and occasionally other spots or smudges,
more serious in the title-pages and half-titles. Otherwise in very good condition. 4to edition of
Labillardière’s celebrated voyage in search of La Pérouse, with plates after Redouté.
XVI, 442; 332, 113, [1] pp. Ferguson 307; Kroepelien 697; Nissen, ZBI 2331; Sabin 38420. ☞ More on our website

One of the most beautiful works on microscopy, with 174 coloured plates
12. LEDERMÜLLER, Martin Frobenius. Mikroskoopische
vermaaklykheden, zo voor de oogen als voor den geest, behelzende de
afbeeldingen van veelerley voorwerpen, zo van dierlyke lighaamen, als
van planten en delfstoffen. … Thans aanmerkelyk vermeerderd.
Amsterdam, heirs of Frans Houttuyn, 1776. 4 parts in 2 volumes. 4°.
With 174 engraved plates mostly by Adam Wolfgang Winterschmidt
(1733–1796) after the author, all beautifully coloured by a contemporary hand. Contemporary half calf, gold-tooled spines.
€ 7950
Expanded reissue of the first edition of a Dutch translation of one of the most
beautiful works on microscopy published during the 18th century, containing
remarkable coloured plates of magnified insects, shells, minerals, plants, and
several microscopes and other equipment. The work was written by Martin
Frobenius Ledermüller (1719–1769) and originally published in German as
Mikroskopische Gemüths – und Augenergötzung (1759–1762), with 100 plates,
followed by a supplement with another 50 plates (Nachlese … 1762). These
were translated into Dutch in 1771, perhaps by the naturalist Martinus
Houttuyn (1720–1798), together with a translation of the Abgenöthigte verteidigung … (1765). For the present reissue, new title-pages were added and
the translations of two works were added, with another 24 plates: Versuch
bei angehender Frühlingszeit die Vergrößerungs-Werkzeuge zum nützlichen und
angenehmen Zeitvertreib anzuwenden (1764) and Letzte Beobachtungen seiner
mikroskopischen Ergötzungen ... nebst der Beschreibung und Abbilduing einen
neuen un vollständigen Universal-Mikroskops (1776). The final part describes
and depicts Burucker’s newly invented microscope. According to Horn &
Schenkling, the present issue combines all but one of Ledermüller’s works.
The original 1771 issue is now extremely rare.
Internally in very good condition, with wide margins and wholly untrimmed.
Boards rubbed, and some minor damage to the spines, but still good.
[8], 78; [4], 88; [4], 80; [4], 58, [12] pp. Nissen, ZBI 1156; Stafleu & Cowan 4288; Landwehr,
Coloured plates 482; Horn & Schenkling 13093 & 13096. ☞ More on our website

Zoological work including unicorns and dragons,
with 95 engraved plates
13. MERCKLEIN, Georg Abraham. Neu ausgefertigtes historisch-medicinisches ThierBuch in vier besonderen Theilen verabfasset; ... Wobei verschiedene, wieder allerhand
Kranckheiten bewehrte Geness-Mittel: angezeiget.
Nuremberg, Johan Friedrich Rüdiger, 1714. 8°. With a double-page engraved frontispiece,
engraved by Johan Lorentz Hönnig, a double-page letterpress title-page printed in red and
black, and 95 engraved plates, each depicting several animals. Contemporary vellum. € 3500
Second edition of a pre-Linnean zoological work, describing in 4 parts the names, appearance,
characteristics, qualities and habitats of quadrupeds, birds, fishes and invertebrates, together with
their medicinal qualities and uses, by the German physician Georg Abraham Mercklein (1644–
1702). He frequently cites (classical) authorities in the fields of medicine and natural history, like
Galenus and Aristotle. Also included are some mythological animals, including several kinds of
unicorn (p. 28) and a dragon (p. 611). Ten pages are devoted to the characteristics of the silkworm
(pp. 678–687). At the end an index of the animals, illnesses and cures.
With an early owner’s inscription on first flyleaf. Slightly browned, some marginal thumbing or
minor stains, but still in very good condition. Binding slightly soiled, but in good condition.
[26], 732, [72] pp. Nissen, ZBI 2790; VD18 12232300; cf. Krivatsy 1772. ☞ More on our website

On the propagation of worms
in sea and fresh water
14. MÜLLER, Otto Frederik. Von Würmern des süssen und salzigen
Wassers.
Copenhagen, Nicolas Möller for Heineck & Faber, 1771. 4°. With an
engraved vignette after Bissel on title-page, 16 plates with half-page engravings and 3 engraved tables (2 full-page and one half-page with illustrations).
Contemporary vellum.
€ 1500
First edition of an important work on the propagation of worms in sea and fresh
water by Otto Frederik Müller, often called the Danish Linnaeus. The work is
illustrated with 16 engraved plates showing various kinds of worms and 3 tables
which explain the growth and breeding of the worms. Müller (1730–1784) was a
Danish naturalist educated in the field of zoology and botany. He was a pioneer as
a field naturalist and one of the first to study micro-organisms. He established the
classification of several groups of animals, including Hydrachnellae, Entomostraca
and Infusiora, which were unknown to Linnaeus.
The first 20 pages browned, not affecting the plates, otherwise in very good
condition.
[6], 200 pp. Nissen, ZBI, 2934; for the author: DSB IX, 575. ☞ More on our website

Very rare zoological children’s book,
with ca. 200 wood engraved illustrations
15. [OLIVIER, W.J.]. De zoogdieren, vogelen en visschen. Afgebeeld en beschreven
voor Nederlandsche jonge lieden.
Amsterdam, Diederichs brothers, 1835–1836. 3 parts in 1 volume. 8°. With 3 wood engraved
frontispieces and ca. 200 wood engravings in text (many full-page). Contemporary boards.

€ 2000
Very rare first and only edition of (the Dutch translation?) of a richly illustrated zoological children’s
book. The book is divided into three parts: mammals, birds and fishes, making a broad selection
of animals from apes to whales, from vultures to pelicans and from perches to rays. The latter parts
not only describes the fishes, but also discusses fishery.
Huiskamp notes it’s translated from the English by W.J. Olivier, but no original is known and his
information is not found elsewhere. W.J. Olivier has done several other very free translations, so the
present could be modelled after Bewick, with new engravings. The few other copies located are all
listed under their part titles, which seem to suggest they don’t include the general title-page.
With the 19th-century owner’s inscription and embossed library stamp of Daniël Boissevain. Some
occasional spots and faint foxing, otherwise in very good condition. Slightly rubbed along the
spine, one hinges partly cracked, and the title-label worn; the binding otherwise good.
VIII, 210; X, 187; VIII, 152 pp. Huiskamp O13-O15 (this copy?); NCC (3 copies of the separate volumes); Saakes X, p. 463. ☞ More
on our website

Dutch translation of an innovative work
on corals and sponges
16. PALL AS, Peter Simon. Lyst der plant-dieren, bevattende
de algemeene schetzen der geslachten en korte beschryvingen
der bekende zoorten. ... Vertaald, en met aanmerkingen en
afbeeldingen voorzien door P. Boddaert.
Utrecht, Abraham van Paddenburg and Johannes van
Schoonhoven, 1768. 8°. With 14 folding engraved plates by J.
van Hiltrop. Contemporary tanned half sheepskin, gold-tooled
spine.
€ 1250
First edition of the Dutch translation of a detailed work on corals
and sponges by the German zoologist and botanist Peter Simon Pallas
(1741–1811). In this work, originally entitled Elenchus zoophytorum sistensbgenerum adumbrationes generaliores, first published as a part of
Pallas’s Miscellanea zoologica, Pallas presents an innovative classification of corals and sponges just after they had been transferred from
the plant to the animal kingdom. The Dutch naturalist translator
Pieter Boddaert (1694–1760) added some of his own observations
and made the drawings for the copperplates. In 1766 Pallas published
his Miscellanea Zoologica, which included the descriptions of several
new vertebrates, which he had discovered in Dutch museum collections. His new system of animal classification was praised by Georges
Cuvier and others.
Some black spots on the first 15 leaves, not affecting the text, a small
marginal water stain near the end and a large stain on pp. 289–304
and 548–560 from a previously inserted document, edges of the
plates slightly frayed. Binding rubbed along the extremities, corners
bumped. Overall in good condition.
XXXVI, 37–50, 654 pp. Stafleu & Cowan 7222; Nissen, ZBI 3067. ☞ More on our
website

With 60 plates containing beautiful and accurate figures,
beautifully and subtly hand-coloured
17. RUMPHIUS, Georg Everard. Thesaurus imaginum piscium testaceorum; ... ut
et cochlearum; ... quibus accedunt conchylia, ... denique mineralia; ...
The Hague, Pieter de Hondt, 1739. Large 2° (44.5 × 27 cm). With an engraved titlepage, engraved portrait of the author, and 60 numbered engraved plates with hundreds
of figures, coloured in an early hand. Recased in contemporary sprinkled calf, goldtooled board edges. Rebacked with a gold-tooled spine.
€ 35 000
Second Latin edition of a beautiful pictorial record of one of the finest early collections of
East Indian marine specimens, with scientifically accurate engravings, apparently drawn in the
year of the death of the owner Georg Everard Rumphius (1627/28–1702). The engraved titlepage and 60 illustration plates are beautifully and subtly coloured by hand in a wide variety
of colours. The book excludes vertebrate fish but shows crustaceans, sea urchins, sand-dollars,
starfish, shellfish, barnacles and coral, along with crystals, minerals, amber, fossils and even
some man-made artefacts, such as axe heads. Some plates show one large figure, others more
than twenty small ones.
Rumphius, a German physician and naturalist, worked for the Dutch East India Company
(VOC) from 1652 to his death, mostly on Ambon in the Moluccas. Traditionally the illustrations were attributed to Maria Sibylla Merian (1647–1717), but this has recently been proven to
be erroneous.
With a marginal tear in plate XLIX, but further in very good condition and wholly untrimmed,
giving generous margins. Beautifully coloured plates of crustaceans, shells, etc. that formed a
landmark in the development of scientific illustration for natural history.
[4], 14, “LXI”-“LXVIII” pp. plus engr. title, portrait & plates I-LX. Landwehr, VOC 951 note; Wood, p. 546; cf. E. Reitsma,
Maria Sibylla Merian, pp. 207–210. ☞ More on our website

14 Chinese colour drawings on pith paper, showing 72 fish and seashells, some in metallic colours
18. [DRAWINGS – CHINESE]. [SUNQUA?]. [Chinese fish and seashells].
[Guangzhen (Canton)?, Sunqua?, ca. 1845/55?]. Oblong 2° album (26.5 × 34.5 cm). 14 drawings depicting 72 fish and seashells in coloured
gouaches, the fish with gold and silver speckles to give a metallic effect to the scales, executed on pith paper (18 × 29 cm), framed with 4 strips
of blue silk, and with a loose tissue leaf inserted before each drawing. Contemporary boards, covered with yellow-green silk.
€ 18 000
Fourteen beautifully executed Chinese drawings showing 25 fish (including 1 eel) and 47 seashells, in coloured gouaches with gold and silver speckles to render
the metallic lustre of the scales, drawn on pith paper (sometimes confusingly called “rice paper”). They show a consistent style and were clearly produced as
a series. The first 8 leaves contain fish, with 2 to 6 specimens in each drawing; the last 6 contain sea shells, with 6 to 10 specimens in each drawing. In at least
most cases, each specimen represents a different species. The fish include a catfish and an eel. The seashells include whelks and conchs, cowrie, clams, snails
(many with spectacular spiral cones) and bi-valves with a wide variety of exotic-looking protrusions. The drawings are simple renditions of the specimens,
without background scenes or plants, but depicted with considerable
detail, so that it would not be difficult to identify the species. This
simplicity might suggest the fairly early work of Sunqua rather than
Tingqua, but the dearth of well-documented examples makes the
ascription tentative.
Chinese artists seem to have begun making coloured gouache drawings
on pith paper in the 1820s, but the genre flourished after China’s defeat
in the First Opium War opened the country to foreign trade. Most
were produced in the port city Guangzhen (Canton province), where
the leading artists Sunqua and Tingqua established their studios. They
mixed Chinese and Western styles, the present seashells having Westernstyle shadows with the light coming from above (and mostly slightly to
the left). They catered largely to the new export market.
One drawing has a crack running into the largest fish and 2 or 3 others
have significant marginal cracks or tears, but the drawings are otherwise
in very good condition and the colours remain fresh and bright (they
are sensitive to sunlight, so most examples outside of albums have
faded). The album binding is also very good. A lovely series of large,
coloured Chinese fish drawings, interesting both as art and as examples
of Chinese ichthyology soon after China opened its doors to Western
scholars.
[14] ll. For pith paintings in general: B. Salmen, Chinesische Bilder (2007); I. Williams, “Views
from the West”, in: Arts of Asia XXXI (2001), pp. 140–149; I. Williams, “Painters on pith”, in:
Arts of Asia XXXIII (2003), pp. 56–66. ☞ More on our website

First illustrated publications of zoological discoveries in Hainan, China
19. SWINHOE, Robert The natural history of Hainan.
Including:
(2) SWINHOE, Robert. On the ornithology of Hainan [extracts from “The Ibis” for January 1870 (plate IV), April 1870 (plate IX) & July
1870 (plate X)].
(3) SWINHOE, Robert. On the cervine animals of the island of Hainan (China) [extract from the Proceeding of the Zoological Society of
London, January 13, 1870].
(4) SWINHOE, Robert. On the mammals of Hainan [extract from the Proceeding of the Zoological Society of London, April 28, 1870].
(5) SWINHOE, Robert. List of reptiles and batrachians collected in the island of Hainan (China), with notes [extract from the Proceeding
of the Zoological Society of London, April 28, 1870].
(6) ADAMS, Henry. Descriptions of a new genus, and eighteen new species of mollusks [extract from the Proceeding of the Zoological Society
of London, January 13, 1870].
London, Horace Cox, [1870]. 7 parts in 1 volume. 12 mo. With 5 hand-coloured lithographed plates depiciting birds, the Hainan hare and
mollusks and 5 black & white text illustrations depicting antlers.
Contemporary half morocco, gold tooled spine.
€ 4000
Complete republished collection of works on the animals of Hainan
Island (China) by Robert Swinhoe (1836–1877) and an article by
conchologist Henry Adams (1813–1877) on mollusks of Hainan.
Swinhoe was an important naturalist of Asia. He was stationed
on Taiwan (Formosa) and spoke Mandarin, which granted him
access to areas that were hard to get to for Westeners, such as the
island of Hainan in 1868. There he discovered several new species
of birds, fishes, mammals and insects for Western science. John
Gould incorporated Swinhoe’s discoveries in his Birds of Asia.
Most parts in the present collection are articles from the scientific
ornithological magazin The Ibis: On the ornithology of Hainan
was published January 1870
Owner’s inscription in ink on front endpaper: “Robert & Lizzy
Dennis, Paignton, April 23rd, 1889.”. Blind stamped exlibris of
James M. Dolan Jr. on front endpaper and title-page. Otherwise
in very good condition.
20; 77–97; [2 blank]; (299)-256; (341)-367; [2 blank]; (651)-660, [1 blank]; (223)239, [1 blank]; (239)-241, [1 blank]; (5)-9, [1 blank]. Ad. 1: BM 5, p.2060; Ad. 2: Strong,
1870; cf. Bradley VI, p. 129. ☞ More on our website

One of the theses defended
under the professorship of Thunberg in Uppsala
20. THUNBERG, Carl Peter (praeses) and Petruus Magnus ACKSELL.
Fauna Chinensis. Quam venis. exp. Facult. Med. Upsal. Praeside C.P. Thunberg …
P.P. Petrus Magnus Acksell a Sacris Med. Theolog. Gestricio Helsingus. In Audit.
Botanico die XII Junii MDCCCXXIII.
Uppsala, Palmblad et C, [1823]. 4°. Unbound.
€ 1850
Rare first and only edition of this thesis defended by Petrus Magnus Acksell on 13 June 1823
in the Auditorium Botanicum of the University of Uppsala, presided over by the famous
Uppsala professor Carl Peter Thunberg (1743–1828), who undoubtedly deserves much of
the credit for this short text on the fauna of China, including a catalogue of the principal
mammals (including tigers), birds (including falcons), fish (including Asian carp), amphibians, insects and molluscs native to China.
Very good, spotless copy.
[4], 8 pp. L.C. Rookmaker & I. Svanberg, “Bibliography of Carl Peter Thunberg”, in: Svenska Linnésällskapets årsskrift,
1992–1993/Yearbook Sw. Linnaeus Soc. (1994), pp. 7–72, at p. 65, no. 493. ☞ More on our website

The cephalopods of the Mediterranean,
with 45 lithographed plates
on heavy coated paper
21. VÉRANY, Jean Baptiste. Mollusques Méditeranéens première
partie. Céphalopodes de la Méditerranée.
Genoa, imprimerie des Sourds-Muets, [1847]-1851. Large 4° (35.5 × 27.5
cm). With 45 (numbered as 41) lithographed plates (44 chromolithographed), by Armanino after Verany. Unbound, uncut and deckles intact,
with separate uncut original tinted lithographed wrappers. In modern
cloth box.
€ 7500
First and only edition of a beautifully illustrated work on the cephalopods of
the Mediterranean by the famous French naturalist Jean Baptiste Vérany (1800–
1865), this copy with the plates printed on heavy coated paper. It’s the first
and only published part of a larger series on the molluscs of Mediterranean
Mollusques Méditeranéens.
This copy has 45 lithographed plates instead of the usual 43 and includes in
addition to the 41 numbered plates, three “bis” plates (7, 12 and 13) and a variant
of plate 39, with a few different details. The plates are printed on heavy coated
paper, instead of the normal paper of other copies, which makes the illustrations
stand out very well.
Text foxed, the first plate with a few minor spots and the separate wrappers with
a few small tears. Very good copy of a beautifully illustrated work.
XVI, 132 pp. BMC NH, p. 2203 (41 plates); Brunet V, col. 1128 (43 plates); Nissen, ZBI 4246 (43 plates);
cf. Fredj & Meinardi, l’Ange & l’orchidée, pp. 44–47. ☞ More on our website

Two very interesting letters
on the salamander and other subjects
to Hermann Schlegel
of the Rijksmuseum of Natural History
at Leiden
22. VERSTER VAN WULVERHORST, Abraham Hendrik
van. Two signed autograph letters to Hermann Schlegel.
Noordwijk, 10 March and 9 October 1834. Folio (23 × 38.5 cm &
26 × 44 cm). 2 autograph letters, each written on a single leaf and
folded for posting with the address and remnants of a seal. € 1500
Both letters were written by Abraham Hendrik Verster van Wulverhorst (1797–
1882), living in Noordwijk Binnen, near Leiden, as a forester in the Dutch
province of Zuid-Holland (he was ”Inspecteur der Opperhoutvesterij”). The
present letters contain detailed observations on the Salamander punctata
(probably the European spotted salamandar now designated Salamandra salamandra). The letters further offer laudatory words regarding Heinrich Boie
(1794–1827) who had also worked at the Rijksmuseum but had left for the
Dutch East Indies to study the Southeast Asian fauna and, sadly, had died
there in 1827. Also interesting remarks by Verster as a bird watcher on the
bird migration: he had observed that the gallingo (snipe) and the rusticola
(woodcock) were very early that year.
Edges of the second letter frayed. Otherwise in good condition.
[2] ll. ☞ More on our website

On animal speech
23. WENZEL, Gottfried Immanuel. Neue auf Vernunft und Erfahrung gegründete
Entdeckungen über die Sprache der Thiere.
Vienna, Anton Doll, 1800. 8°. With an engraved frontispiece. Contemporary boards,
richly gold-tooled spine.
€ 400
First edition of a treatise on animal speech by the prolific German writer Gottfried Immanuel
Wenzel (1754–1809), known for his passionate publications on a wide-range of subjects. “In
seinem ganzen Wesen munter und beweglich, besaß Wenzel Witz, große Belesenheit und eine
seltene Vertrautheit mit den geistigen Erscheinungen des Tages” (ADB). The present publications
includes chapters such as: Thierisch-pathognomisch mimisches Alphabet (on language) and Versuch
eines Wörterbuchs der Thiersprache (dictionary of animal language).
With unobtrusive library stamp on the title-page and its back. Some occasional foxing and the
binding a bit worn, generally in good condition.
216 pp. (incl. frontispiece) Engelmann, p. 312; for the author: ADB LV, pp. 13–16. ☞ More on our website

More books, drawings, photographs, manuscripts and prints
related to zoology
available at our websites:
www.forumrarebooks.com/category/
natural_history/zoology_general_incl_faunas_.html

www.asherbooks.com/category/
natural_history/zoology_general_incl_faunas_.html

Previously published and available for
download at our websites
www.forumrarebooks.com
www.asherbooks.com
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